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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1. 1 Background

In the field of fluid dynamics, turbulence presents one of the most challenging

problems to understand. Turbulence, a common natural phenomenon, is associated with

both spatial and temporal random fluid motions. Because of this random nature, and the

non-linearity of the Navier-Stokes equation which describes the fluid motion, turbulence

remains as an essentially unsolved problem in classical physics.

There have been many theories and statistical methods employed to describe

turbulence. Among them, the most far-reaching theory of turbulence was proposed by

Kolmogorov, in 1941 [9]. In his theory, boundaries are assumed to be at infinity and the

flow is isotropic and homogenous. This model is regarded as a good description of fully

developed turbulence. However, in many flow systems, boundaries are always part of the

whole turbulence problem, and they cannot be simply ignored. Also, in many

experiments, coherent structures are observed which have characteristic length scales

comparable with the size ofthe system.

Our aim, in this thesis, is to study turbulence in a flow system with well defined

boundary conditions, and the flow can be changed to a turbulent state in a controlled

manner.
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Thermal convection meets our demands and goals. In experimental terms, it is

simply a horizontal fluid layer, heated from below. The boundary conditions are rather

simple and experimentally easy to impose: fix the top of the fluid layer at one

temperature and the bottom at a higher one. By varying the size of the cell or the

temperature drop across the cell, or even the fluid properties, one is able to study, in such

a closed box, how a flow evolves [Tom laminar to turbulent.

1.2 Rayleigh-Benard Convection

An example of thermal convection is Rayleigh-Benard convection, named after

Benard [1], who first perfomled experimental studies in 1901, and Rayleigh [15] who

performed theoretical calculations in 1916. In a themlal convection, the flow state is

characterized by the dimensionless Rayleigh number (Ra) as follows:

where:

Ra = agh
3
t1T

VIC"

ex is the thermal expansion coefficient,

g is the gravitational acceleration,

h is the height of the convection cell,

(n

t1T is the temperature dif'£erence between the upper and lower plates,

V and ICd are the kinematic viscosity and thermal diffusivity of the

convecting fluid (in our case water), respectively.

The Rayleigh number can also be expressed as the ratio of the buoyancy contribution to

the diffusion contributions [17],
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where: 'ft - h2
/T(d is the thermal diff'Uslvity time;

'fv - hZ/v is the viscous diffusion time;

(2)

~ h ~
and 'fb - (h / aJ2 - (--)2 is the time for the buoyant force to move

gallT

the fluid from the lower plate to the upper plate.

The Rayleigh number is one of the control parameters in thermal convection.

Another quantity of interest is the Nusselt number (Nu). It is a measure of the heat

transport efficiency, and thus reflects the changes of turbulent states as well. Nu is

defined as the total heat flux, q/otal, transferred vertically through the ceH, normalized by

the pure conductive heat flux, qc= kl/J.T/h, where kw is the thermal conductivity of the

fluid [17]. Hence, the Nusselt number is given by the following equation:

q,Olol
Nu= -=----

ATkw/ h
(3)

In the same fashion, the third control parameter for a thermal convection

experiment is the Prandtl number Pr, defined as

V
Pr=-.

1\d
(4)

The Prandtl number can also be expressed in terms of the ratio of the thermal

diffusion time to the viscous diffusion time [17],
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(5)

, ',

It is important to note that different fluids with the same values of Ra and Pr will

have a similar flow behavior, because the fluid parameters enter the equation of motion

only through these two dimensionless numbers. In a thermal convection experiment, both

the Rayleigh number Ra and the Prandti number Pr are well controlled, as well as the

aspect ratio A=DIL, where D and L are the ceIl diameter and height, respectively. In the

experiment to be described below we vary Ra while keeping Pr and A unchanged, a

method which has been used by many recent experimental studies [10] [19] [22] [23]

[24]. In these experiments, attention has been focused 011 characterizing the flow states of

the convection over varying Ra [10]. As Ra is increased from 103 to 1013
, the fluid

motion undergoes transition to different states, from pure convection to turbulence (see

Figure 1) [10] [17]. Libchaber et a1. have characterized the flow states by measuring the

Nusselt number, Nu, as a function of the Rayleigh number Ra at a constant Pr [23],.

In order to distinguish the behavior between relatively low Rayleigh numbers

from that for higher Rayleigh numbers (up to the values studied), Libchaber et al. have

called the former soft turbulence and the latter hard turbulence. Temperature fluctuations

and their statistics are very different in the two turbulent states. In the soft turbulence

regime, the temperature probability density function (PDF) in the middle of the cell is of

Gaussian form; whereas in the hard turbulence regime, the temperature PDF decreases

exponentially on either side of the mean value. This statistical behavior of temperature

fluctuations is found everywhere in the central region of the convection ceil (10].

4
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In our experiment the Rayleigh number, Ra, was varied between 108 and lOlQ. In

this Ra range, the fluid motion starts at the upper end of the "soft" turbulence regime and

extends wen into the "hard" turbulence regime.

Getting back to the fundamental underlying principles behind Rayleigh-Benard

convection, one can easily see the process that takes place in thermal convection. When a

horizontal layer of fluid is heated from below, Ray~eigh-Benard convection occurs ifthe

Hard Turbulence

Soft
Turbulence I

10"

Rayleigh Number

Figure 1. Flow states of thermal convection at a different
Rayleigh number, ranging from Ra = 103 to 10 13

(adapted from [10]).
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temperature difference .1Tacross the layer exceeds a critical value .1Tc. Because of the

buoyancy effect due to gravity, the cooler fluid on the top of the fluid layer will begin

moving downward, and the Walmer fluid on the bottom of the fluid layer will begin

moving upward. In this manner a convection flow is established in the cell. As an

incompressible fluid in closed surroundings, the equations of motion that govem

Rayleigh-Benard convection are as follows:

Incompressibility equation:

Momentum equation:

V· v=o. (6)

(dv +v.Vv) =vV2 v-V p/po-a.1Tgz. (7)aT

Heat equation:

where:

aT ~
(- +v· VT) = "d V-Toat

v is the unknown velocity field;

p is the unknown pressure field;

T is the unknown temperature field;

Po is the density of the fluid;

g is the gravitational acceleration;

v is the kinematic viscosity;

"dis the thermal diffusivity;

6
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ex = i ap is the thennal expansion coefficient; and
paT .

dT = Tbottom - T,op is the temperature difference between the upper and

lower plates.

The vertical coordinate is denoted as £ with the positive direction pointing upwards.

We have used the Boussinesq approximation in obtaining the above equations

[21]. Under the Boussinesq approximation, variations of all fluid properties versus

temperature, other than the density, are ignored completely [5J. The time averaged

density variation is so small compared to the density itself that one may neglect its effect

in all terms of the equations except for the buoyancy term. Eq. (6) is obtained from the

ap
mass conservation equation, - + V . (pv) = 0, simplified under the Boussinesqat

approximation. Eq. (7) is the Navier-Stokes equation with the external force being the net

buoyancy force exL1Tg £. Finally, Eq. (8) is the heat equation for thermal convection.

For turbulent convection, the unknown fields v, p, and T are coupled together.

Furthermore, the nonlinear operator, (v-V) v makes it quite diffi.cult to find exact

solutions for the equations. However, one can use scaling arguments to analyze the

convection problem. Using the temperature differenoe, .1.T, the cell height h, and the

typical diffusion time h2
/1(d, as the scaling variables for the temperature T, the length L,

and the time t, one may rewrite Eqs. (6), (7), and (8) in dimensionless forms:

v- v=O.

7
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aT ?
- +v· VT = V-T.
dt

(10)

(11)

The above equations require boundary conditions for the temperature and the

velocity fields. The most common type specifies the temperature at the surrounding walls

[6]. There are, however, other types. As an example we may mention the case in which

the heat transfer through a wall is specified. In our case, the boundary conditions are:

(1) Vsidewalls = Vplates = 0, (nonslip boundary condition);

(2) T1op = 1/2, Tbollom= - 1/2, (regulated temperature at the upper and lower

plates); and

(3) (VT' n)sidewalls =°(no heat flux leakage at the sidewalls).

Eq. (11) illustrates that solutions for the velocity vex, t), temperature T(x, t), and

pressure P(x, t), only depend on the dimensionless Rayleigh number and the Prandtl

number. The aspect ratio A enters the problem through the boundary conditions.

It should be emphasized that thermal conduction plays an integral role in

convection. For example, when heat is introduced into a fluid by heating a boundary wall,

there is no advection of heat near the boundary; the fluid first gains heat entirely by

conduction, although further away from the wall, advection may be the principal process.

The traditional division of heat transfer processes into radiation, conduction, and

convection is not completely sharp. Whenever convection occurs, conduction and

convection become parts of a single process [4].
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CHAPTER 2

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AND APPARATUS

2. 1 Benard Cell

In this chapter we discuss the experimenta~ setup, the equipment used and the data

acquisition techniques which played a pivotal role in the completion of this project.

Fig. 2 shows the typical convection cell used in the experiment, which consisted

of two brass plates (top and bottom), electroplated with a thin layer of gold to prevent

rust.

thermistor
probe

conducting wire
to Keithley 2001
DMM

I

I
,

I

~
- -

~
/'

I
..., r

.J L
,

I I

h

heaters ~

cooling chamber

, ... D

Figure 2. Benard convection cell.
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The main "body" of the cell was a cylindrical ring made of transparent Plexiglas.

A Thermometries 103L thermistor was mounted on a supporting wire at the center of the

ring, in order to measure the temperature at that particular point. Two cylindrical cells

with the same ilmer diameter of 20 em, but different heights of 20 and 40 em were used,

respectively, in order to obtain a wider range of the Rayleigh number (Ra). The aspect

ratios, defined in the previous chapter, for the aforementioned cells were 1.0 and 0.5,

respectively.

The top plate was kept at a constant temperature, controlled by a flow-through

coallier and a circulator (both manufactured by NESLAB) which pumped a 2a C mixture of

water and ethylene glycol through the cooling chamber, mounted on the upper part of the

top plate. The bottom plate of the cell was uniformly heated at a constant rate by two

circular silicone rubber electric heating films (Model SRFR 7/10 manufactured by

OMEGA). These two heaters were sealed with conducting paste to ensure the best

possible uniformity in heating, and "sandwiched" between two copper plates on the back

side of the bottom plate. The electric resistance of each heater was 33.4Q and the total

resistance of the two heaters connected in parallel was 16.70.. A DC power supply

(manufactured by SORENSEN) with a long-term stability of 0.1 % provided the electric

current. Two OMEGA 44031 thermistors were embedded in the top and bottom plates to

monitor their temperatures. The temperature of the top plate was stable to within 0.15 ac

and that of the bottom plate was stable to within 0.1 ac.

10



Cell

GPIB
Board

ComputerScanner
Keithley 199 Module

DMM

Sorensen
Power Supply

Keithley 2001
DMM

Cooler Circulator

""TTT-rl~lI---""'::O+- GPIB
Board

Computer

Figure 3. Schematic diagram ofexperimental setup.

Fig. 3 illustrates the experimental setup. The different WIre connections are

indicated as well as their locations on the main convection cell. Note that there are two

wires from Keithley 199 DMM attached to the cell, aided by the multi-channel scalmer

module.

The heat transport across the convection cell is characterized by the Nusselt

number Nu, which is defined as the ratio of the total vertical heat flux across the cell to

the heat flux carried by pure conduction. The total heat flux was determined by the input

electr~c power, V
2
/R, that was required to maintain the lower plate at a constant

temperature. Here, V is the dc voltage applied to the heater embedded in the bottom plate
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and R = 16.70. is the total resistance of the heating films as mentioned before. In our

thermal measurements, great care was taken to ensure that the convection cell is well

insulated. A square box made of polystyrene Styrofoam was used to surround the cell

and the empty space in-between was fitled with gold fiber glass to avoid heat teakage to

the surroundings. We used two kinds of convection cells in the experiment; one kind is

the "smooth" cell and the other kind is the "rough" cell. The top and bottom plates of the

rough cells were made of the same brass plates as those used in the smooth cells, but had

woven V-shaped grooves on them. The grooves had a vertex angle of 900 and their

spacing was such that a square lattice of pyramids was formed on the surface. The height

of the pyramids (the roughness height ho) was 9.0 mm and their spacing s = 18.0 mm. For

the entire Ra region in our experiment, the roughness height ho remains larger than the

thermal boundary layer thickness, h > 0th' In this case, the surface roughness is expected

to strongly affect temperature fluctuations near the surface and thereby alter the heat

transport across the cell. In theories of the heat transport in turbulent convection, one

often assumes that the thermal boundary layer is marginally stable, i.e., its thickness

grows to an average value of 0Il" then it becomes unstable to thermal eruptions [18].

2.2 Data Acquisition

As was mentioned before, data acquisition is essential to the success of the

project. Because a large number of data sets is needed to ensure the best possible

statistics, automatic data acquisition using a computer is employed in this experiment.

12



Two National Instruments AT_GP]BITNT™ Interface Boards (heretofore referred to as

GPIB boards) along with the Nl-488.2™ and LabVIEW® software packages were used, in

connection with a KEITHLEY Model 2001 and a KEITHLEY Model 199 digital

multimeters. The software packages and the GPIB boards were installed in two

GATEWAY 2000 Pentium personal computers, which have a clock speed of 90 MHz.

The actual preparation of the data acquisition system was rather complex and involved a

number of steps. More specifically, the configuration of the GPIB boards involved the

matching of the factory-default settings of the two digital multimeters and their

specifications regarding the speed (or rate) of data transfer, the format of data (binary or

ASCII) and its size. An item of concern at the initial stage of the board configuration was

that the hardware interrupt request lines and the input/output addresses (in hexadecimal)

of both GPIB boards had to be modified in order to successfully communicate with the

multimeters. This was done in two steps. The first step involved the manual alteration of

configuration jumpers and switches on the boards, while the second one involved. the use

of the accompanying software package NI-488.2 with the diagnostics tool, ibdiag, and the

configuration tool, ibeon! Another problem we encountered was related to the enabling

of the direct memory access (OMA), with which one can directly transfer the data from

devices, such as the OPIB board, to the computer memory. In most cases, DMA transfers

the data much faster than the programmed va does [14]. Again, we had to alter the

default factory settings of the boards due to conflicts with other devices present in both

computers. With the direct memory access, we were able to achieve a maximum OPIB

13



transfer rate up to 1.5 Mbytesls, although the actual speed varied considerably due to the

system and instrumentation capabilities.

Once the hardware connections were accomplished, the interfacing software

LabVIEW was used to control the instruments and to store the data in the computer.

Before we proceed, it would be useful to briefly describe the inner-workings of

LabVIEW in order to appreciate its capabilities.

LabVIEW in essence is a program development application, very much like C or

BASIC [12]. However, LabVIEW is different from those applications in that it uses a

graphical programming language, G, to create programs in block diagram form whereas

the other programming systems use text-based languages to create lines of code. Like C

or BASIC, LabVIEW is a general-purpose programming system with extensive libraries

of functions and subroutines for many programming tasks. In particular, LabVIEW

contains application-specific libraries for data acquisition, OPIB and serial instrument

control, and extensive statistical package and data storage routines. Its programs are

called virtual instruments (VI's), because their appearance and operation mimic actual

instruments used in the laboratory environment, such as digital multimeters.

The user interface of a VI is caned the front panel, and can be made to resemble

the user interface of a physical instrument. This feature is mainly a combination of

controls and indicators, knobs, push buttons, graphs, etc. A user inputs control commands

and data using a mouse or a keyboard and then views the results on the computer screen.

Controls simulate instrument input devices and supply data to the block diagram, which

is a pictorial solution to a particular programming problem, as well as being the source

14



code for the VI. Indicators simulate instrument output devices that display data acquired

or generated by the block diagram of the VI.

The Diagram window holds the block diagram of a VI, which is the backbone of a

the LabVIEW VI. It can be constructed by wiring together objects that send or receive

data, perform specific flillctions, and control the flow of execution. One of the great

advantages for LabVIEW is that debugging source code is greatly simplified by visual

tools tha.t locate problematic segments of the program, in addition to offering user

friendly suggestions for ahernative commands [13].

Several VI's ha.ve been constructed to match the needs and goals of this

experiment. Some of the VI's were originally programmed by KEITHLEY but were

gready modified, in order to achieve our specific demands. In particular, we have decided

that the data will be stored initially in the buffer of the instrument and then transferred via

GPrB to the computer. ASCII format was used for the storage of the actual resistance

values of the thermistor, and these resistance values were recorded without their

respective time-stamps. Although a binary format is more suitable for fast data transfers,

its inherent difficulties with spreadsheet programs prohibit us from using it. The

KEITHLEY 2001 digital multimeter was used to measure the resistance changes of the

thermistor due to the temperature fluctuations at the center of the convection cell. The

temperature (resistance) data were broken into files and each one of them contained

29899 data points (the maximum number allowed by the multimeter). For a given Ra, we

typically collected 15 data files (3-4 hours of data taking in real time) with two different

sampling rates, 20 Hz and 35 Hz. The sampling rates were chosen to pick up temperature

15



fluctuations with the highest frequency present in the signal [7]. Another concern was that

the 2001 model has an automatic zero function with which one controls the frequency of

automatic zero readings taken. When the automatic zero setting is disabled (to increase

the sampling rate), internal calibration and zeroing will be affected by changes in the

input signal. To reduce measurement errors, we decided to use the so-called "normal"

auto zero setting which was automatically performed whenever necessary to achieve the

specified accuracy. This accuracy is also related to the integration time of the AID

converter used in the instrument. The integration time is the period of time during which

the input signal is measured, and is also known as the aperture [7]. Since the integration

time affects the resolution of the measurement and the ultimate sampling rate, it was

optimized to 16.67 msec, which is 1.0 power line cycles (1.0 PLC).

In order to obtain a high statistical accuracy the virtual instrument (VI) controlling

the KEITHLEY 2001 Model was further modified, such that one could obtain a large

number of data files by simply entering the "path location" (referring to the appropriate

sub-directory in the hard drive), the number of files (in our case 15) and the file extension

(e.g. ".dat") on the appropriate control in the front panel. A graph of the measured

resistance (temperature) vs. time is also added such that one can directly sec the measured

temperature fluctuations for a given sequence of files. We use the "Write To Spreadsheet

File" VI provided by the LabVIEW analysis package, to convert the measured I-D array

of single precision resistance values to a text string and then write the string 10 a new

ASCII file or to an existing file [13]. This VI is very useful since it creates a text file

16



readable by most spreadsheet applications. Figures 4 and 5 show the [mal front panel and

block diagram of the Keithley 2001 VI.

A similar VI was constructed for the KEITHLEY 199 Model (Figures 6 and 7).

Once again, one can specify the number of files to be sampled, the sampling rate, and the

path location in which the data files are stored. In addition, we took full advantage of the

scanning capability of the multimeter. With the multiple (2) input channels on the back

panel of the multimeter, we can simultaneously measure the temperatures of both the top

and bottom plates of the convection cell [8]. The measurements were carried out, over a

long period of time (in excess of three hours), to monitor the temperature stability of the

system. Two chart graphs were added to the VI to provide visual records of the

temperature fluctuations of the top and bottom plates.
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CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We now present our temperature measurements at the center of the convection

cell. We first discuss the measurements carried out in the 20 em and 40 em "smooth"

cells. We then compare the results obtained from the "smooth" cells with those [TOrn the

"rough" cells at different Rayleigh numbers.

We focus our attention at the center of the cell, where the flow is believed to be

characteristic of free convection. Results of the heat transport measurements are

summarized in Table I.

TABLE I
Results of the heat transport measurements carried out

in the 20 em "smooth" cell.

Heating

Voltage (V) ll.T (Oe) Ra Nu

20 8.751 2.16 x 108 30.0295
30 13.454 6.23 x 108 43.6166
40 18.741 1.39 x 109 54.878]
50 24.452 2.65 x 109 64.9677
60 30.189 4.58 x ] 09 74.8593
70 36.483 7.37 x 109 83.1293
80 42.537 1.09 x 10 10 91.7877
90 48.844 1.56 x 10'0 100.626

Figure 8 shows the measured Nu as a function of Ra in the smooth cells with

A = 0.5 and A = 1.0. It is seen that the data can be well described by the power law (solid

line) Nu = 0.132 x Raf.. The measured exponent is £ = 0.286 which agrees well with
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previous measurements [5, 22]. Recent scaling theories for turbulent convection predict

2
£ =7 [5,22].

Figure 9 shows variations of instantaneous fluid temperature T (in terms of

resistance R) with time tat Ra = 1.39 xI0
9

. As mentioned in the previous chapter, we

originally acquired the data in the form of resistance, with the aid of the thermistor probe

located at the center of the cell. The foHowing equation was used to convert the resistance

into temperature:

where:

1 3 ~- = a + b x log R + C x (log R) + d x (log R)"
T

a = 0.2527 x 10-2

b = - 0.2306 x 10-3

c = 0.3940 x 10-4

d = - 0.7636 x 10-6

R is the resistance in kG

T is the temperature in DC.

(12)

It is seen from Fig. 9 that the local temperature fluctuates strongly around its

mean value in turbulent convection. To further study the statistics of temperature

fluctuations, we compute the probability density function (PDF) of the measured

temperature fluctuations. The PDF measures amplitude fluctuations of the measured

temperature series (T vs. t). Once again, we used LabVIEW to produce the PDF utilizing

its extensive analysis libraries. The obtained PDF was then exported to a spreadsheet

program.
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Figure m0 shows a typical temperature PDF measured in the "smooth" cell with

A=1.0 when Ra = l.n9 x 1010
. The measured PDF has an exponential shape and is

essentially symmetric about the mean. It is interesting to note that the exponential decay

lasts for approximately five decades, which requires a high statistical accuracy in the

temperature measurements. This high statistical accuracy is another testament to

LabVIEW's versatility as a data acquisition and processing program.

Figure 11 illustrates how the temperature PDF changes with the Rayleigh number

Ra when Ra is in the range between 2.16 xl 08 and 1.09 x 1010 in the A = 1 cell. Note that

the full width at half-maximum (FWHM), which is a measure of temperature variance,

becomes narrower at higher Rayleigh numbers. This is expected because the turbulent

mixing effect is enhanced. At high Rayleigh numbers (hard turbulence regime), local

temperature fluctuations are homogeneous and isotropic, and their PDF in the central

region has an invariant exponential form, with the rms temperatme scaling with Ra. For

the plots shown in Figures 10 and 11, the x-coordinate represents the temperature

fluctuation oT = T - f, normalized by the temperature difference .1T between the top

and bottom plates. The y-coordinate is the logarithm of the probability. In such semi-log

plots, an exponential function is represented by a simple straight line. The exponential

PDF is found in both the "smooth" and "rough" cells with A = 1. For A t-l cells the

measured PDF's are no longer exponential. One possible reason is that the global

circulation is not as stable as that in the A = 1 cell. In the A = 0.5 cell, we find that the

measured PDF's have a stretched exponential function form P ~ exp [-«1' - f )/.11')15].
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To characteriZie the frequency response of temperature fluctuations in turbulent

convection, we compute the power spectrum of the measured time series of temperature

variations. Figure 12 shows a typical power spectrum measured in the "smooth" cell at

Ra = 1.09 x 1010
. The power spectrum is a Fow-ier transform of the temperature

correlation function, <T(t)T(t+r». Mathematically, the Fourier transform maps the time

domain temperature variations T(t) into their frequency domain representation T(co) via

=

T( m) = J T(t) exp(-i rot) dl. (13)

The power spectrum Sew) is proportional to the squared modulus of the continuous

Fourier transform T(m), i.e. Sew) - IT(m)12
. In the experiment, we used the data analysis

package in LabVIEW to directly compute Sew) from the measured T(t).

Figure 13 compares the power spectrum measured in the "smooth" cell (A = 1)

with that in the cOlTesponding "rough" cell at approximately equal Ra. The Rayleigh

number was Ra = 1.39 x 109 for the "smooth" cell (dashed line) and Ra = 1.34 x 109 for

the "rough" cell (dotted line). Both of the power spectra exhibit similar low-frequency

behavior. The flatness of the power spectra at low frequencies may be interpreted as a

manifestation of a cutoff at the size of the cell. Moreover, the straight-line region of the

power spectrum shows that there is a power law region developed between the flat low

frequency cutoff and the sharp drop at high frequencies. The exponent of the power law is

approximately -1.4, which is in good agreement with the results obtained by
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Wu et al. [22]. For higher Rayleigh numbers, the range of this power law is increased.

The "tail" part of the power spectra shown in Figure 13 has the stretched exponential

form:

(14)

where Sin (J)h, and f3 are parameters. Our data give /3"'" 0.65. The stretched exponential

decay of Sew) at high frequencies is a result of turbulent dissipation [22]. It is quite

apparent that the functional form of the measured Sew) in the "rough" and "smooth" cells

are very similar. This suggests that the "roughness" does not affect the cut-off frequency

(f)h in Eq.(14) very much. The "roughness" seems to have a more prominent effect on

large-scale structures in the flow field and a lesser effect on the local mixing, especially at

the center of the cell. But if we examine the graphs more carefully, we find that when

A < 1, the "rough" ce]] data are always above the "smooth" cell data, indicating that

turbulence is enhanced at all frequencies in the rough cells.

Figure 14 shows a comparison between the temperature PDF measured in the

"smooth" cell and that in the "rough" cell at an approximately equal Rayleigh number.

The full width at half-maximum (FWHM) in the "rough" cell is found to be somewhat

wider than that in the "smooth" cell. Figure 14 thus indicates that the amplitude of

temperature fluctuations is increased in the "rough" cell. The presence of the "rough"
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surfaces in the convection cell produces larger temperature fluctuations, which result in a

wider FWHM in the measured temperature PDF.

We also calculated the root mean square nTIS value of the temperature fluctuation

8T(t) using LabVIEW. The temperature rrns is defined as [« T - Ti>1/2] I .1T, where

.1T is the temperature difference between the top and bottom pLates. It represents the

width of the temperature PDF. Figure 15 shows the measured temperature mlS as a

function of the Rayleigh number in the rough cells. It is seen that the temperature mlS in

the A = 1 cell is smaller than that in the A = 0.5 celL Because the global motion in the A

= 0.5 cell is not as stable as that in the A =1 cell, larger fluctuations in temperature are

found in the A = 0.5 cell. While the amplitude of temperature fluctuations in the rough

cells is increased, the Ra of the measured temperature rrns remains unchanged. The solid

lines in Fig. 15 show the power fits to the data. The fitted with the exponent p = 0.12

which is very close to that obtained in the smooth cell [23].
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CHAPTER 4

CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this thesis was to study convective turbu'ence in an experimental

system, in which one can precisely control the boundary conditions and change the flow

state to a turbulent one in a systematic manner. The best candidate for such a system was

Rayleigh-Benard convection. There are three control parameters in Rayleigh-Benard

convection. They are the Rayleigh number Ra, the Prandtl number Pr, and the aspect

ratio A = D I L, where D and L are the diameter and the height of the convection cell,

respectively.

The experimental aspect of this study proved to be quite challenging. After setting

up the experimental apparatus, which consisted, among other things, of convection cells

of different aspect ratios as well as inner top and bottom surfaces (including both

"smooth" and "rough" ones), a significant amount of time and effort was devoted on

designing a sophisticated yet user-friendly data acquisition system. This was

accomplished with the aid of AT_GPIBITNT™ interface boards and LabVIEW®, a

powerful graphical language package with extensive statistical libraries. The preparation

of all the elements pertinent to data acquisition greatly facilitated the successful

completion of this project. Several virtual instruments were designed to interface with the

actual physical instruments, thereby enabling almost instantaneous data acquisition and

processing on a personal computer.
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The collected data of temperature fluctuations oT(t) in turbulent convection were

thoroughly analyzed by means of the temperature probability density function (PDF)

P(8D, the root mean square value, « oli>1/2 and the power spectrum S(ro). It is found

that in the "smooth" cell, the temperature PDF has an invariant exponential fonn which is

in good agreement with results obtained by Heslot et 811 [5]. In the central region of the

"rough" cell, temperature fluctuations are found to be enhanced, but their PDP has the

same functional form as the one for the "smooth" cell. The fIllS values are increased

considerably in the A = 0.5 cell, in which the large-scale circulation is found to be

unstable. The power spectrum Sew) measured in the "rough" cell is found to have a

stretched exponential tail, given by the expression S(w) ~ exp(-(ro!roh)O.65). A similar

power spectrum is also found in the "smooth" cell.
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